The adaptive immune receptor repertoire (AIRR) contains information on an individuals' 18 immune past, present and potential in the form of the evolving sequences that encode the 19 B cell receptor (BCR) repertoire. AIRR sequencing (AIRR-seq) studies rely on databases 20 of known BCR germline variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) genes to detect somatic 21 mutations in AIRR-seq data via comparison to the best-aligning database alleles. 22
However, it has been shown that these databases are far from complete, leading to 23 systematic misidentification of mutated positions in subsets of sample sequences. We 24 previously presented TIgGER, a computational method to identify subject-specific V 25 gene genotypes, including the presence of novel V gene alleles, directly from AIRR-seq 26 data. However, the original algorithm was unable to detect alleles that differed by more 27 than 5 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from a database allele. Here we present 28 and apply an improved version of the TIgGER algorithm which can detect alleles that 29 differ by any number of SNPs from the nearest database allele, and can construct subject-30 specific genotypes with minimal prior information. TIgGER predictions are validated 31 both computationally (using a leave-one-out strategy) and experimentally (using 32 genomic sequencing), resulting in the addition of three new immunoglobulin heavy 33 chain V (IGHV) gene alleles to the IMGT repertoire. Finally, we develop a Bayesian 34 strategy to provide a confidence estimate associated with genotype calls. All together, 35 these methods allow for much higher accuracy in germline allele assignment, an essential 36 step in AIRR-seq studies.
INTRODUCTION 38
Affinity maturation, in which B cells expressing receptors with an improved ability to 39 bind antigen are preferentially expanded, is a key component of the B cell-mediated 40 adaptive immune response [1, 2] . This selection process requires a diverse pool of B cell 41 receptors (BCRs) which is generated both through V(D)J recombination (in which each B 42 cell creates its own BCR by recombining variable (V), diversity (D) and joining (J) genes), 43 and through the subsequent somatic hypermutation (SHM) of these sequences during T-44 dependent adaptive immune responses. SHM is an enzymatically-driven process that 45
introduces mainly point substitutions into the BCR at a rate of about one mutation per 46 1,000 base-pairs per cell division [3, 4] . Leveraging next-generation sequencing 47 technologies to profile this adaptive immune receptor repertoire (AIRR) allows tens-to 48 hundreds-of-millions of unique BCR sequences to be collected from a single subject and 49 has become a prevalent method for studying aspects of the B cell-mediated immune 50 response, including topics related to gene usage, mutation patterns, and clonality [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . 51
An accurate immunoglobulin (Ig) germline receptor database (IgGRdb) is a key 52 part of the typical AIRR-seq data analysis pipeline [10] . Analysis generally begins with 53 pre-processing tools specifically designed for BCR sequencing, such as pRESTO [11] . 54 Following this, computational methods (e.g., IMGT/HighV-QUEST [12], IgBLAST [13], 55 or iHMMune-Align [14] ) are used to align sample sequences to the set of unmutated 56 reference alleles from an IgGRdb, such as the one maintained by IMGT [3] . However, 57
these IgGRdbs have been shown to be incomplete, and studies continue to discover new 58 alleles [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Immunoglobulin (Ig) loci are rarely fully sequenced in a single subject due 59 to the large locus size and similarity of genes confounding many modern high-60
throughput sequencing methods [7, 15, 16] . Thus, if a subject carries a novel allele, it can 61 lead to incorrect interpretations of which positions have been mutated and can 62 subsequently affect the reconstruction of clonal lineages. We previously created the 63
TIgGER method, and an associated software package, to detect novel V gene alleles from 64 AIRR-seq data, infer the genotype of a subject, and correct the initial allele assignments 65 [8] . While the application of TIgGER to several subjects revealed a high prevalence of 66 novel alleles, the design of the method limited its ability to detect novel alleles differing 67 by more than five polymorphisms from a known IgGRdb allele, which we estimated 68 would account for ~12% of novel alleles [8] . 69
Here we present and apply improvements upon the original TIgGER method that 70 allow for the detection of novel alleles that differ greatly from IgGRdb alleles as well as 71
for the assignment of levels of confidence to each genotype call. This updated version of 72 TIgGER (version XX or higher -during the review process the source code is available at 73 Immcantation tool suite, which provides a start-to-finish analytical ecosystem for high-79
throughput AIRR-seq datasets (http://immcantation.org), including methods for pre-80 processing, population structure determination, and advanced repertoire analyses. 81
82

RESULTS
83
Detecting distant alleles using dynamic positioning of the "mutation window" 84 TIgGER detects novel alleles by analyzing the apparent mutation frequency pattern at 85 each nucleotide position as a function of the sequence-wide mutation count. The input to 86 the method consists of a set of rearranged BCR sequences from a single subject and those 87 sequences' alignments to IgGRdb alleles, such as the output of running IMGT/HighV-88
QUEST [4, 18] . TIgGER searches for novel V gene alleles among the sequences that fall in 89 a specified "mutation window" relative to each of the IgGRdb alleles. The mutation 90
window of the original algorithm [8] had an upper bound of at most 10 sequence-wide 91 mutations, while the lower bound was defined as minimum(L, 5), where L was the most 92 frequent mutation count among sequences with at most 10 sequence-wide mutations. 93
Positions were considered as potentially polymorphic if a linear fit predicted a mutation 94 frequency (y value) above a threshold level of 0.125 at a mutation count (x value) of zero 95 (i.e., the y-intercept). While this method had excellent sensitivity and specificity, the 96 definition of the lower bound meant that TIgGER could only detect novel alleles that 97 differed by at most 5 single nucleotide polymorphisms from some previously known 98
IgGRdb allele. We hypothesized that by modifying the TIgGER algorithm to dynamically 99 shift the mutation window to the most relevant region for discovery of the polymorphic 100 position, it would be possible to detect novel V gene alleles that differed by any number 101 of polymorphisms from the nearest IgGRdb allele. 102
The updated TIgGER algorithm described here defines the lower bound of the 103 mutation window for each allele as the mutation count of the most frequent sequence 104 assigned to that allele. The upper bound of the mutation window is always nine bases 105 greater than the lower bound. Positions are analyzed within this window, and considered 106 as potentially polymorphic if a linear fit predicts a mutation frequency (y value) above a 107 threshold level of 0.125 at a mutation count (x value) one less than the start of the 108 mutation window (see Methods for details). To test the performance of the updated TIgGER method, we simulated data in 123 which novel alleles differed by n SNPs from the nearest IgGRdb allele by randomly 124 changing n nucleotides in the IgGRdb alleles utilized by TIgGER (i.e., by removing the 125 true allele from the IgGRdb and replacing it with a distant one). Using AIRR-seq data 126 from subject PGP1 described in our previous study [19] , the 38 IGHV alleles assigned to 127 at least 500 unique BCR sequences were each tested for every value of n from 1 to 30. This 128 process was repeated 100 times per value of n random single nucleotide polymorphisms, 129
to ensure a diversity of polymorphic positions and base changes would be tested. The 130 fraction of times the original germline sequence was recovered was determined as a 131 function of n and averaged across all germline alleles tested. The updated version of 132
TIgGER had 100% sensitivity in the range of 1 ≤ n ≤ 5, and was also able to detect novel 133 alleles with high sensitivity (over 99%) for all values of n tested ( Figure 2 ). Additionally, 134
only the removed germline alleles were discovered by the algorithm; no false positive 135 sequences were predicted. Thus, TIgGER can detect novel V gene alleles that are far from 136 any known IgGRdb allele with high sensitivity and specificity. 137
Based on the distances between alleles in the IMGT IgGRdb, we previously 138 estimated that ~12% of novel alleles should differ by more than five polymorphisms from 139 the nearest IgGRdb allele. To search for such distant novel alleles, the updated version of 140
TIgGER was applied to AIRR-seq data from the seven individuals described in our 141
previous at most three polymorphisms (Table S1 ). We next applied the updated TIgGER algorithm 145
to 24 additional individuals. This included published AIRR-seq data from five pairs of 146 monozygotic twins (10), 10 subjects with myasthenia gravis and 4 subjects that served as 147 healthy controls [22] . Considering all 31 individuals, TIgGER identified a total of 28 novel 148 alleles that were part of the genotype inferred for one or more of the individuals ( Figure  149 3 and Table S1 ). All of the novel alleles differed from IgGRdb alleles by at most three 150 single nucleotide polymorphisms. Thus, while it was demonstrated on synthetic data that 151 the updated version of TIgGER has the potential to detect alleles that differ greatly from 152 known IgGRdb alleles, none of the novel alleles discovered in the repertoires of 26 153 genetically distinct individuals (monozygotic twins are considered genetically 154 indistinguishable) differed by more than three polymorphisms. 155
Experimental validation of novel IGHV gene alleles predicted by TIgGER 156
The application of TIgGER to AIRR-seq data from 26 genetically distinct individuals 157 identified 28 novel IGHV gene alleles ( Figure 3 and Table S1 ). We selected four of these 158 novel alleles that were each predicted by TIgGER in multiple individuals for 159 experimental validation: IGHV1-2*02_T163C, IGHV1-8*02_G234T, IGHV3-20*01_C307T 160 and IGHV1-69*06_C191T. Three of these alleles were also predicted independently by 161 other groups. IGHV1-2*02_T163C was identified in [5, 9] , IGHV1-8*02_G234T was 162 identified in [9] and IGHV3-20*01_C307T was identified in [23]. IGHV1-69*06_C191T has 163 not been previously reported. 164
To validate the TIgGER predictions, we cloned and sequenced the relevant gene 165 locus directly from genomic DNA. For each allele, we chose one of the subjects where it 166 was predicted for validation: MK04, MK05, MK05 and MK06 for the alleles of IGHV1-2, 167 IGHV1-8, IGHV3-20 and IGHV1-69, respectively. PCR primers were designed to fully 168 amplify the exons and introns of each target IGHV gene locus (IGHV1-2, IGHV1-8, IGHV3-169 20 and IGHV1-69) from genomic DNA; sequences for each primer set are provided in 170 Table S2 . PCR amplicons for each gene were then generated individually from the 171 genomic DNA samples of the donor where they were predicted to be present, and 172 subsequently cloned. DNA was isolated from 4-15 clones per gene target, and Sanger 173 sequenced from both ends. These sequences were compared directly to the allele 174 sequences inferred by TIgGER from the same donor to assess the degree of concordance. 175
In all cases (4/4), genomic DNA sequencing provided validation of the putative IGHV 176 polymorphisms inferred by TIgGER from the AIRR-Seq data suggesting that TIgGER has 177 high specificity for identifying new IGHV alleles. 178
Single representative clones for each genomic sequence validating the TIgGER 179 predictions were submitted to GenBank and have been assigned the following accession 180 numbers: MH267285 (IGHV1-2*02_T163T), MH267286 (IGHV1-8*02_G234T), MH332884 181 (IGHV3-20*01_C307T) and MH359407 (IGHV1-69*06_C191T). These predicted alleles 182
were also submitted to IMGT for inclusion in their IgGRdb. Three of these alleles were 183 accepted for inclusion in the IMGT IgGRdb as novel alleles, and have been assigned the 184 following allele names: IGHV1-2*06 (MH267285), IGHV3-20*03 (MH332884) and IGHV1-185 69*17 (MH359407). The fourth allele that we experimentally validated (IGHV1-186 8*02_G234T) was added to the IMGT IgGRdb as IGHV1-8*03 during the course of this 187 study, and was thus no longer considered novel. Along with IGHV1-8*03, several other 188 alleles identical to TIgGER predictions were added to IMGT during this study: IGHV1-189 18*01_T111C as IGHV1-18*04, IGHV2-70*01_T164G as IGHV2-70*15, 64*05_A210C_G265C as IGHV3-64D*06 and IGHV3-9*01_C296T as IGHV3-9*03. Overall, 191 eight of the 28 novel IGHV genes predicted by TIgGER in 26 genetically distinct 192
individuals are now part of the IMGT IgGRdb, including three novel IGHV alleles that 193 directly resulted from this study. 194
Inference of IGHV genes starting from a sparse IgGRdb 195
TIgGER relies on the ability to make initial assignments of BCR sequences to alleles from 196 an Methods). For each subject, the IgGRdb was defined by the single alleles from each IGHV 211 family that were most frequently assigned by IMGT/HighV-QUEST. All sequences 212 initially assigned to any allele in that family were then reassigned to that single IgGRdb 213
allele. The set of IGHV genes carried by each individual was then identified by iterative 214 applications of TIgGER. After each application of TIgGER, the set of novel alleles 215 discovered by running the algorithm was added to the IgGRdb to be used for subsequent 216 iterations, and sequences were reassigned to their most similar IgGRdb allele (measured 217
by Hamming distance). The process was repeated until no new allele assignments were 218 made (at most five iterations in these studies). The final set of alleles of each IGHV family 219 discovered by this method was compared to the result obtained when running the 220 TIgGER algorithm followed by genotype inference using the original IMGT/HighV-221
QUEST allele assignments and full IgGRdb (Figure 4 ). 222
The updated TIgGER algorithm discovered an average of 79% of the alleles in each of 223 the three subjects' IGHV families when starting with a single IgGRdb allele per 224
family (Table 1  225  Table 1). To understand how TIgGER achieves this performance, consider  226 sequences from the IGHV1 family in subject PGP1. In this case, the first application of 227
TIgGER was able to identify five of the correct novel alleles and reassign the sequences 228 to the better allele ( Figure 4 , first and second panels). This success was due to the fact that 229 the mutation ranges of interest (i.e., the mutation windows described in Figure 1 ) differed 230 for many of the novel alleles. We expect this will generally be true, and since the number 231 of positions differentiating different novel alleles from a shared most-similar IgGRdb 232 allele varies, relevant mutation windows of alleles to be discovered are unlikely to 233 overlap and result in a dilution of signal. Nevertheless, a single run of TIgGER was not 234
able to detect all of the IGHV alleles. TIgGER was then run a second time using the new 235
IgGRdb and assignments determined from the first run, leading to the identification of 236 five additional novel alleles. This second iteration discovered less-used alleles, as the 237 initial group of sequences assigned to the starting allele was broken into smaller 238 subgroups (Figure 4, third panel) . Three low-frequency alleles from two genes present 239 when running TIgGER with access to the full IgGRdb (Figure 4 , fourth panel) remained 240 undiscovered after repeated iterations. Overall, these results demonstrate that TIgGER 241
can be run iteratively to discover a large fraction of the IGHV alleles carried by an 242 individual, even when there is very little prior knowledge of the set of alleles in the 243 population. 244
Bayesian inference of BCR genotypes can differentiate subjects 245
Given the diverse nature of the IGHV locus [7], we expected that genotypes inferred by 246
TIgGER would vary across unrelated subjects, but should be the same within the five 247 pairs of monozygotic twins. While the genotypes that were constructed for the 248 individuals in this study were observed to be unique across subjects, the inferred 249 genotypes of the monozygotic twin pairs were similar but not identical (Figure 3 ). Due to 250 the relatively small number of sequences, not all novel alleles discovered in one twin were 251 also discovered in the other. However, for the majority of genes, TIgGER assigned the 252 same genotype alleles to each twin. Additionally, hierarchical clustering (using Ward's 253 method) of the genotypes properly grouped pairs of twins and excluded the genotypes 254 of the other subjects (Figure 3, top) . 255
In order to quantify our confidence in the assignment of genotypes, a Bayesian 256 approach to genotyping was developed. This method analyzes the posterior probabilities 257 of possible allele distributions, considering up to four distinct alleles per V. The posterior 258
probabilities for these four possible models are compared and a Bayes factor is calculated 259 for the two most probable models (see Methods). This Bayes factor reflects our confidence 260
in the genotyping call of the method, and different models (i.e., different combinations of 261 alleles) can be compared in a quantitative way. In the current implementation of the 262
Bayesian approach, up to four alleles are considered (14), allowing for the possibility of a 263 gene duplication with both loci being heterozygous (see Methods). This Bayesian method 264 was applied separately to ten independent samples from subjects PGP1, hu420143 and 265 420IV (corresponding to 10 different time-points pre-and post-influenza vaccination) to 266 test if we could confidently group samples from the same subject. The similarity of these 267 personalized genotypes (for each combination of subject and time point) was estimated 268 by determining the Jaccard distance metric for each gene. These individual gene distances 269
were combined by calculating a weighted average of them using the Bayes factors as 270
weights (see Methods). Using this distance metric, all samples from the three subjects 271 could be differentiated with perfect accuracy, as the maximal weighted Jaccard distance 272 of samples coming from the same subject was lower than the distance between samples 273 coming from different subjects ( Figure 5 ). Similar high classification accuracy was found 274
for a wide range of model parameters showing the robustness of this approach. Overall, 275
this Bayesian approach enables us to relax the strict cutoff criterion used by TIgGER in 276 the previous sections (wherein the minimum number of alleles explaining 88% (7/8) of 277 apparently-unmutated sequences are included in the genotype) to decide whether an 278 allele should be included in an individual's genotype or not. 279
280
METHODS 281
Sample preparation, sequencing and processing of influenza vaccination data 282
Data from subjects PGP1, hu420143, and 420IV result from previously published BCR 283
sequencing from blood samples taken at ten times relative to the administration of an 284 influenza vaccine: -8 days, -2 days, -1 hour, +1 hour, +1 day, +3 days, +7 days, +14 days, 285 +21 days, and +28 days. Peripheral blood was collected under the approval of the Personal 286 Genome Project. Samples were prepared, sequenced and processed as described [19] . 287
Briefly, VH mRNA was selectively amplified by PCR using IGHV and IGHC region 288 specific primers followed by sequencing on the Roche 454 platform. Sequence data were 289 quality controlled and processed using custom scripts and aligned against the IMGT 290 germline references using IMGT/HighV-QUEST version v1. Additionally, any other mutation count at least 1/8 of the most frequent defines the start 354 of a mutation range that is additionally analyzed, for improved sensitivity in cases where 355 multiple novel alleles are assigned to the same IgGRdb allele; this mutation count may 356 be either greater or less than the most frequent. 357
Application of TIgGER to a human cohort 358
For novel allele detection and genotype inference, TIgGER was applied on functional, 359 unique sequences with detectable junction sequences. For each sample, the 360 "findNovelAlleles" function with default parameters was applied with IMGT IGHV 361 germline reference (downloaded on May 17, 2018). Next, the set of putative novel alleles 362
were used in genotype inference using the "inferGenotype" function with default 363 parameters. Alleles that were included in the resulting genotype, but were not present in 364
the IgGRdb, were considered novel alleles. 365
Calculation of distant allele detection sensitivity 366
Pooled pre-vaccination sequences from subject PGP1 (i.e., samples taken at -8 days, -2 367 days, -1 hour relative to vaccination and sequenced on the 454 platform) were used. This 368 dataset was chosen because it did not show significant clonal expansions in response to 369 vaccination; did not have sequencing primers extending into the 5' ends of sequences, as 370 was the case in the multiple sclerosis and twin subjects, and had also been sequenced 371 using the MiSeq platform, giving us the most confidence in the true set of alleles carried 372 by the subject. For all sequences that best aligned to a particular IGHV germline allele, a 373 number of positions n between IMGT-numbered positions 1 and 312 (inclusive) were 374 modified ("mutated") in the germline being used by the updated TIgGER algorithm. 375
Mutations of a nucleotide to itself we not allowed, in order to ensure n differences 376 between the starting germline and the resulting sequence. This was done 100 times for 377 each n between 1 and 30, to simulate a situation in which the nearest IgGRdb was n 378 polymorphisms away from the novel allele to be discovered, with each iteration using a 379 separate random set of polymorphisms. The fraction of times the correct allele was 380 detected by TIgGER for each value of n versus those detected at n = 0 (i.e., when TIgGER 381
is allowed access to all IgGRdb alleles) was averaged across each germline sequence 382 tested to determine the sensitivity as a function of n. For example, if for n = 15, 100/100 383 mutated variants led to the proper detection of the germline allele for 19 of 38 alleles, and 384
in the remaining 19 alleles 90/100 mutated variants led to the proper detection of the 385 germline allele in each case, then the sensitivity at n = 15 would be calculated as (19*100% 386 + 19*90%) / 38 = 95%. 387
Bayesian approach to genotyping 388
A Bayesian framework with a Dirichlet prior for the multinomial distribution was 389 adapted to genotype inference. To model the possible allele distributions, up to four 390 distinct alleles were allowed in an individual's genotype (e.g., four alleles could 391 correspond to a gene duplication with both loci being heterozygous). From the observed 392 allelic frequencies, a posterior probability is calculated for a continuum of underlying 393 biological models that set allelic distribution for each gene. For example, a gene can 394 include two equally abundant alleles, or one allele that is twice abundant than the second 395 one due to gene replication in one of the chromosomes (15). Prior distributions were 396 initially set to reflect naive biological assumptions about the underlying dynamics that 397 determine the allelic usage (see supplementary Figure S1 ). Following this initial 398 approach, priors were modified by fitting empirically genotypes of the three subjects (all 399 time points combined): PGP1, hu420143, and 420IV, constructed using the naive priors. 400
The posterior probability for each model is given by:
401
, where ⃗ is the allele probability distribution and ⃗ is the counts for the top four alleles. 402
The certainty of the most probable model was calculated using a Bayes factor, = 403
( 1 + ∨ ) ( 2 + ∨ ) , where H1st and H2nd correspond, to the most and second-most likely models, 404 respectively. The larger the K, the greater the certainty in the model. 405
Calculation of the Jaccard distance 406
To estimate distance between genotypes of two subjects a Jaccard distance was calculated 407 in the following way: (i) for each gene, one minus the ratio between the number of shared 408 alleles over the number of unique alleles from both samples was calculated. For example, 409
for two genotypes with allele assignments a and b the Jaccard distance was defined as 1- While the original TIgGER algorithm was very successful at detecting novel alleles, a 416 significant limitation was that it could not detect novel V gene alleles that differed from 417 known germline alleles by more than five SNPs. In addition, the original TIgGER 418 genotyping approach was dependent on an arbitrary cutoff value for including genes in 419 each subject's genotype, and did not quantify the certainty of these genotype calls. Here 420
we have described how modifying the "mutation window" in which the algorithm 421 searches for mutation patterns that are indicative of polymorphisms was able to 422 overcome the five mutations limitation. We also developed a Bayesian approach for 423 genotyping that does not depend on a strict cutoff and provides a certainty level for each 424 genotype call. We applied the updated algorithm to AIRR-seq data from 26 genetically 425 distinct individuals [19, 20, 22, 29] , and were able to identify 28 novel IGHV alleles. 426
Although we showed on simulated data that TIgGER could detect alleles an arbitrary 427 distance from known alleles, the most distant novel allele identified in this cohort 428 contained three polymorphisms relative to the closest known IgGRdb allele. The fact that 429
we did not discover more distant alleles is not necessarily surprising, as such sequences 430 are expected to account for only ~10% of new alleles (using the distribution of distances 431 between known IgGRdb as an estimate [8] ). We expect that as TIgGER continues to be 432 applied to datasets from more subjects, such alleles will be discovered. 433
The IMGT gene IgGRdb maintains its requirement of direct DNA-based allele 434 evidence of any alleles to be included in the IgGRdb. We generated such validation for 435 several TIgGER predictions, resulting in the inclusion of three novel IGHV gene alleles 436 in IMGT: IGHV1-2*06, IGHV3-20*03 and IGHV1-69*17. Validation of the other gene alleles 437 discovered via AIRR-seq by TIgGER will be a priority going forward. While the IMGT 438 standard for inclusion is intended to help ensure the quality of the IgGRdb, it inhibits the 439 ability of the IgGRdb to benefit from the large number of non-IgGRdb alleles that are 440 being rapidly discovered from AIRR-seq analyses. The original TIgGER algorithm (top row) and the updated method (bottom row) were applied to BCR 606 sequences generated from two subjects, hu420143 and 420IV, as part of a vaccination time course study 607 (16) . In both cases, the mutation frequency (y-axis) at each nucleotide position (grey lines) was determined 608 as a function of the sequence-wide mutation count (x-axis). For each position known to be polymorphic 609 (dark grey lines) (12), linear fits (red lines) were constructed using the points within the mutation window 610 (red shaded region). The linear fit was then used to estimate the mutation frequency at the intercept location 611 (blue dotted line). Sequences that best aligned to IGHV1-2*02 from hu420143 were used to demonstrate the 612 behavior when detecting a germline with a single nucleotide polymorphism (left column), while sequences 613 that best aligned to IGHV3-43*01 from 420IV were used to demonstrate the behavior when detecting a 614 germline with three polymorphisms (middle column), as novel alleles with that number of polymorphisms 615 had been previously discovered in those subjects (12). Data to assess the behavior when detecting a novel 616 allele with seven polymorphisms (right column) was simulated using sequences from hu420143 that best 617 aligned to IGHV1-2*02 by artificially adding six base changes to the germline sequence used for alignment, 618 as no novel allele with more than five polymorphisms had been discovered. In all cases, only sequences 619 from pre-vaccination time points were used from these individuals. 671   672  TW059B  IGHV4-59  01_T288C  26  62  S  TW070A  IGHV4-59  01_T288C  34  74  S  TW070B  IGHV4-59  01_T288C  46  120  S  TW071A  IGHV4-59  01_T288C  13  57  S  TW059A  IGHV4-59  08_A291G  16  67  S  TW059B  IGHV4-59  08_A291G  9  62  S  TW070B  IGHV4-59  08_A291G  13  120  S  MK02  IGHV4-61  02_A234G  27 27 R 704 
